
Easy Ways to Get Creases Out of Shoes
How to get creases out of shoes? Don't worry; you're not alone! Creases can occur due to
frequent wear, improper storage, or simply the natural aging of the material. However, restoring
your shoes to their former glory is easier than you might think. With a few simple techniques and
a bit of patience, you can say goodbye to those pesky creases and keep your shoes looking
fresh for longer.

1. Stuff Them with Paper: One of the easiest and most effective ways to remove creases
from shoes is by stuffing them with paper. Start by crumpling up old newspapers or
tissue paper and stuffing them tightly into the toe box of your shoes. Make sure to fill the
entire area where the creases are present. Leave the paper overnight, and you'll notice a
significant improvement in the morning.

2. Use a Shoe Tree: Investing in a shoe tree is another great way to prevent and remove
creases from your shoes. Shoe trees are specially designed inserts that help maintain
the shape of your shoes while also absorbing moisture and odor. Simply insert the shoe
tree into your shoes when you're not wearing them, and it will gradually help smooth out
any creases over time.

3. Apply Heat: Heat is another effective method for removing creases from shoes,
especially if they're made from materials like leather or synthetic leather. You can use a
hairdryer on a low or medium setting to gently heat the creased areas of your shoes.
Once the material becomes warm and pliable, use your hands to smooth out the
creases. Be careful not to apply too much heat or hold the dryer too close to the shoes,
as this can damage the material.

4. Use a Shoe Crease Protector: If you want to prevent creases from forming in the first
place, consider using a shoe crease protector. These thin, flexible inserts are placed
inside your shoes to provide additional support and prevent creases from forming.
They're especially useful for sneakers and athletic shoes that are prone to creasing from
repetitive movements.

5. Try a Shoe Stretch Spray: For leather shoes that are particularly stubborn when it
comes to creases, consider using a shoe stretch spray. These sprays work by softening
the leather and making it more pliable, allowing you to smooth out creases more easily.
Simply spray the affected areas, gently massage the product into the leather, and then
use your hands to smooth out the creases.

6. Give Them a Break: Finally, one of the best ways to prevent creases from forming is by
giving your shoes a break from time to time. Avoid wearing the same pair of shoes every
day, as this can cause the material to become worn and creased more quickly. Instead,
rotate your shoes regularly and give them ample time to air out and regain their shape
between wears.

In conclusion, removing creases from your shoes doesn't have to be a daunting task. With the
right techniques and a little bit of effort, you can easily restore your shoes to their former glory
and keep them looking fresh for years to come. Whether you opt for stuffing them with paper,
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using a shoe tree, applying heat, or trying out a shoe crease protector, there's a method out
there that's sure to work for you. So say goodbye to those unsightly creases and hello to
perfectly smooth shoes!


